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BLINKING ABOUT
by Richard Shiff

Joel Shapiro is an impulsive artist whose next impulse is likely to negate the previous one.
His restlessness drives him. No sculptural condition is sufficiently perfect—fit enough—
to terminate his probe of a material situation. A turn of the hand unmakes the near-perfect fit,
the perfect one too. A fit should be tenuous, tentative, unanchored: “You want [your art] to be
beyond your own intellectual reach.”1 For someone like Shapiro whose intellectual reach
extends far and wide, this play of racing sensations and incommensurable thoughts presents a
continual challenge. Surpassing one’s intellectual grasp contradicts folk wisdom:“Don’t get
ahead of yourself ” is the usual admonition. But in art, even if not elsewhere, no predetermined
limitations apply. Leave your reach to the inscrutable feel of the hand, Shapiro seems to say.
Let rational justification wait until after the sensory act.
Spurred by visual and tactile intuition, Shapiro is willing to turn a sculptural construction off its established axis or on its head.When he views the statuary of the nineteenthcentury master François Rude—even when the subject is Napoleon awakening to
immortality,“a cornball thing”—he perceives tension in both the compositional form and the
psychology of the figure.2 To Shapiro’s eye, Rude’s closure remains open, sustaining interest.
Shapiro’s own sculptural gestures can be capricious, beyond familiar degrees of formal stretch;
in a stroke, he obliterates calibrations that had established the order of a previous orientation.
The immediate question for a Shapiro work-in-progress is whether his radical changes can
accommodate gravity. Gravitational force demands fit, some reasoned engineering.
Shapiro’s experimental urge to turn an object out of its fit is a matter of feel. “When I
was building a large piece for an exhibition of new work in 2003, I flipped the small-scale
model over and then flipped the full-scale piece over. I just felt that the piece had much more
life in its inverted state. And the only way to keep it up in the air was to create a kind of
crutch—a metal rod to add support at a crucial point.” We use the verb to feel loosely,
colloquially; but here the term is precise. “I just felt,” Shapiro says; and with little connection
to logical consequences, the feeling generates a new orientation for the sculptural form. To fit
it to the architectural context, Shapiro needed to alter the previously engineered construction
that had accommodated a different feel. “The rod is there, yes. It’s an alien element, but for me
it’s no different from the hinges and screws that I normally use to connect the elements of my
sculpture at such eccentric angles.”3 Some would regard this account as rationalization.
But Shapiro’s statement merely reflects the priority he gives to feel. Nevertheless, there must
be fit. Devices such as hinges and struts do the job.While they have their structural logic, they

also have their feel. A wedge might or might not “fit” the angled space between two wooden
elements—the judgment is both structural and aesthetic. For virtually every use of the term
fit, feel is a possible substitution, and vice versa. An exercise of logic stirs a certain feeling;
aesthetic sensation establishes a certain fit.
Fit affects feel; feel affects fit. How we participate in the play between the two, which
of the two we tend to favor, how we respond to their tension: these choices correspond to our
attitude toward the conduct of life. Diverse forms of philosophical speculation in the modern
era—Nietzsche’s aphorisms, Derrida’s parade of neologisms, even Wittgenstein’s array of
propositions—might be characterized as more sensory demonstration than logical argument.
Like objects that can be seen but not described, these texts show the limitation of rational
concepts and the potential inadequacies of fittingly proper language.To read Nietzsche,
Derrida, or Wittgenstein is to experience the feel of thought as much as its intellectual
content.Wary of attempts at “pure” logic, much modern philosophical writing openly projects
poetic emotion. Commenting on its antecedents, it recovers rhetorical flair within the
tradition, even from those texts remote in origin or severe in tone.
Modern generations attempt to capture the ludic ironies of Plato within their new
translations, fitting the speech of ancient Greeks to the feel of contemporary conversation, as if
to deny Plato’s anti-rhetorical stance, his insistence on distinguishing the intelligible from the
sensory, the rational from the aesthetic. A basic lesson of Platonic Western philosophy is that
fit, as the higher state of being, supplants feel. Platonic teaching privileges rational, intellectual
understanding (the idea at the core of a text) over either emotional or sensory apprehension
(the lived experience of reading). Knowledge comes secured when an articulate logic orders
the confusing stream of ineffable intuitions. But how should a text express this doctrine?
Benjamin Jowett’s 1892 edition of the Socratic dialogues states a fundamental principle for
readers of his era: “The many, as we say, are seen but not known.”4 Here, “the many”
(as opposed to the one) refers to innumerable individual things and their multiple appearances.
We sense “the many” but not with full intelligence. Readers a century later encounter an
alternative translation: “We say that the many beautiful things and the rest are visible but not
intelligible.”5 The latter wording is more explicit, but the former is both more pointed and
more suggestive, more demanding of a reader’s participatory effort.The feel differs.
There is a fitness to feeling—a moment when the experience is sufficient to allow
passage to new experience.This is the point at which knowing and sensing intersect,

regardless of whether translation into other terms, sensory or intellectual, seems possible.
Concerning examples of his early work, and perhaps later types of experimentation as well,
Shapiro remarks: “I made enough to move on.”6 His art lies at the confluence of feel and fit.
How does he locate this amorphous place or space?
I think that Shapiro would perceive constructive ambiguity in Jowett’s spare translation,
just as he detects tentativeness in Rude’s statuary, even though the nineteenth-century sculptor
sought resolution.Whatever else may be happening in Shapiro’s studio, he is, and always has
been, using his experience of materials to wrestle with the basic human problem of fitting the
feel of things (their sense) to some structural order—that is, feeling his way to a fit. For Shapiro,
the senses make their own sense.The feel of an object or a construction must have an adequate
fit, just as the fit must have a satisfying feel.To theorize this chiasmic play of fit and feel is
deceptively easy, as easy as equating sense-as-sensation and sense-as-meaning because language
is ready to play this game of puns and ironies. Joint expressions of ambivalence and decisiveness
are suited to our ordinary vocabulary (translations of Plato use the plainest language). A more
difficult course is to learn from the play of feel and fit, to engage in a process and move both
with and beyond it, being careful not to bury the specific feel of the experience in an
accumulation of empirical information and conceptual speculation.
To find fit by feeling requires Shapiro’s degree of restlessness. His curious body of early
work in drawing and sculpture, produced between 1968 and 1973, signals his abandonment of
the ideals of Western Platonism.7 He was willing to learn by seeing and touching—without
knowing (in Plato’s sense of attaining concepts so fundamental that they resist all doubt).
His work of this period left him sufficiently anxious about its proper status that he discarded
some of it.8 He, or rather the work itself, was converting him into an artist with neither
experiential nor conceptual boundaries. A strict Platonist would consider this experimentation
little more than going “blinking about … first of one opinion and then of another”—an art of
intuition and appearance that never attains the finality of reason.9 The early studio pieces hung
on the very edge of control, the edge of Shapiro’s conscious intelligibility. This was their
beauty, a contingent beauty rather than an ideal one. “The shape of the [three-dimensional]
work was determined by the process.… I didn’t think of this process as sculpture or not as
sculpture.”10 A process mediates between feel and fit; it commits to neither.We can specify the
structure or logic of a process; yet carrying it out is a matter of feel, especially when it has no
predetermined conclusion. Not every process knows its product in advance.

During these early years, Shapiro made a number of ink drawings on sheets of paper
of vastly different sizes, using his fingerprint as a repeating mark.The repetition itself varies
according to the pressure applied, the amount of inking, and the spacing of the gesture.
Some of the drawings have dense swarms of marks (figs. 4, 9, 10, 12); some seem to follow a
grid, although not rigorously (figs. 6, 13); some seem loose, porous, and whimsically
rhythmical, with a sense of swagger or sway (figs. 2, 3). Others might fit all evident categories
(figs. 1, 11). Like a line, an array of a repeating mark appears to graph time as well as space,
duration as well as distance. A sequence of similar marks manifests the process that generated
it; but whether the process has been fulfilled or is continuing, perfected or imperfect, becomes
conjecture. Shapiro states that these drawings “were about marking time and trying to
relinquish a certain amount of responsibility for the finished image.”11 We can count time,
measuring its continuity or its segmentation; but the feel of it need not correspond to the
quantity of its arbitrary units. If a drawing is marking time, when is it time enough? If we are
not entirely accountable for the image we project, what terminates the pictorial process?
Shapiro was asking such questions, even if only implicitly. A later statement captures his ironic
realization: “All the intellectualizing one does ...When you’re working, you don’t even think
about it.”12 Working by feel, where is the intellect? How does it judge the fit, if at all?
Fingerprinting constitutes a direct, physical entry into a pictorial format. Shapiro’s work
in three dimensions is more physical still and offer clues to the general question of feel and fit.
One Hand Forming (fig. 15) is an especially demonstrative example. Shapiro decided to shape
malleable clay by using one hand only, as both tool and mold. He recalls the process:“I was
using my hand both to form the work and as a mold for the piece, as the form itself, to bring
the form to a kind of resolution.The hand would set the limitation of what the form could be,
without getting involved with reference to something else.There was no imagery, no referential
imagery that seemed to have any meaning to me at that moment.”13 The moment of
“resolution” was as arbitrary in an abstract way as in a referential or representational way.
Neither gravity nor pictorial composition determined a definitive orientation; there was no
up, down, left, or right. Even after being hardened by firing, each clay form remained as
subject to turning as the living hand of its origin.
In Shapiro’s experience, the intuitive response to the feel of clay in the hand was to cup
it within the palm, curl the fingers around it and press, forming a lozenge-like, ovoid mass.
The hand-as-mold is an imperfect instrument. Each time Shapiro repeated the process, the

product was alike yet somewhat different in appearance—Plato’s many, as opposed to Plato’s
one. The clay form had neither essence of appearance nor potential perfection. How many
would be enough to comprehend how this form fit into the world? What number would
reason require to make its way through this maze of gesture, material, and shape? Shapiro
created seventy-seven units. He recalls his experience with the companion work, Two Hands
Forming (fig. 16):“Using two hands, well, you could do anything; but a sphere seemed to be
about the space between two hands and hard to make with one hand.… I saw [these units] as
an accumulation, stopping when I thought there were enough. ... Most likely, [I] began to
think about something else.”14
Established experience yields to alternatives—forming to deforming. For another
sculptural work in clay (terra cotta), Shapiro decided to arrange the equal parts of a quartered
circle into various configurations (fig. 18). Logically enough, some remain flat in a plane, like
the initial disk itself, whereas most involve joints at right angles, perhaps a more arbitrary
feature. A number of these constructions appear fashioned by folds that preserve the material
integrity of the circular disk. Other configurations violate the circle, requiring a wing-like
assemblage of detached quadrants.Viewed together, the forty-nine units assume an animated,
comical quality. Various combinations are analogous to others, but with parts reversed, like
wings flapping backwards. As Shapiro pursued the rationality of quartering, the results
degenerated into whimsy. Life is more capricious than ordered—this art seems to say—
reason breeds absurdity. So, too, with a work consisting of sixteen clay balls (fig. 14), one
approximating a sphere (as in Two Hands Forming) and the remainder having been dropped
from a height, each element an increased number of times, from one to fifteen. Because each
drop deforms the geometric integrity of the ball, the artist’s arithmetic count supersedes the
geometric order, introducing ever greater irregularity with each repetition. By the fifteenth
time, if not before, Shapiro observed that the effect of the number of drops had become
indistinct. The result was irregular enough to signify nothing beyond its peculiarity, not even
the count. He recorded it by imprinting the corresponding digits on each form, as if to
impose order on chaos, but only nominally.
Even the more grid-like of Shapiro’s fingerprint drawings incline to indecipherable
irregularity (fig. 13). For those that maintain borders of white, the margins usually fail to
center the inked area, leaving it asymmetrically situated, left to right and top to bottom (fig. 9).
Sometimes this effect is pronounced, as in a drawing that compounds the issue by exhibiting

progressively uneven rows of marks, right to left (fig. 11).15 When I asked Shapiro about the
general lack of symmetrical margins, he could not recall why it occurred but knew it must
have been deliberate.16 He had made a reasoned choice to abandon the rationality of
symmetrical framing. Asymmetry presented the more fitting feel for this group of images.
Each fingerprint drawing established its tentativeness as the order of the moment—
more intuition than reason, more sensation than concept.
Reflecting on Shapiro’s later practice of turning small-scale models in the hand,
rotating and even inverting them, it seems to me that such abrupt releases from the physical
logic of gravity are prefigured in the early works in both two and three dimensions. Their
research into the interaction of material properties and bodily forces showed no restraint.
These early works are knowing, even if only by appearing. Around 1970, Shapiro had been
“blinking about.” He is still. By whatever means, he ought to continue.
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